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An influential six-volume work on the philosophy of Sikhism, published in 1909, by the one-time deputy commissioner of
the Punjab.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface.
We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Banda Singh Bahadur appeared in Sikh history for a relatively short period (1708-1716) but, after the Sikh gurus,
influenced it more significantly than any other individual. Banda Singh Bahadur is among the most colourful and
fascinating characters in Sikh history. From an ascetic he was transformed into Guru Gobind Singh’s most trusted
disciple. So much so that when the seriously injured guru could not lead his Sikh army against the Mughal forces, he
appointed Banda Singh Bahadur as his deputy. As proof of this appointment he gave Banda his sword, a mighty bow,
arrows from his own quiver, his battle standard and his war drum. Banda rode out from Nanded (where Guru Gobind
Singh passed away; now in Maharashtra) at the head of a small band of Sikhs, which, by the time it reached the Punjab,
had grown into a formidable army. Over the next few years his exploits against the Mughal rulers, both in pitched battles
and in skirmishes, became the stuff of legends. He became the first of many legendary Sikh generals, famous both for
their personal heroic courage and their skill in warfare. His many encounters with the Mughal rulers eroded the very
foundation of the Mughal empire and ensured its quick demise. As he said when questioned on what he had achieved: ‘I
have ensured that never again will the crown sit easily on the Mughal emperor’s head.’ He also prepared the coming
generations of Sikhs for future conflicts, which later greatly helped Maharaja Ranjit Singh in creating a Sikh empire.
Banda was a true leader who led from the front, not only in the battlefield but also in civil administration. He established a
secular government which swept aside 700 years of slavery and the myth of domination by foreign powers, proclaimed
freedom of worship, allowed the people to follow professions of their choice and stopped forcible marriages even while
recovering abducted women for return to their families. His land revolution abolished zamindari in parts of North India,
thereby redistributing land equally amongst the tillers. This book seeks to tell the story of this remarkable and brave man
and his equally remarkable ahievements. Perhaps, the finest of Banda Singh Bahadur’s biographies.
Illustrations: 4 Maps Description: History of the Sikhs is a five volume series which deals with all aspects-religious,
philosophical, political, military, social, economic and cultural, and the contribution of Sikhism to world civilization, in
particular to human rights, principles of liberty, equality and fraternity, and to the creed of democracy and secularism. The
aim is to present a comprehensive view of the rise, growth and development of Sikh thought and action almost in every
direction. The whole series is based on original contemporary sources in English, Gurmukhi, Marathi, Persian and Urdu
known to exist in India and abroad. This fourth volume deals with the rise and fall of Sikh misls. In Sikh history this term
was first used by Guru Gobind Singh in the battle Bhangani in 1688, when he organised his forces into eleven misls.
Banda Bahadur adopted the same organisation of eleven divisions in the battle of Sarhind in May 1710. In 1734 Nawab
Kapur Singh divided the Khalsa into Budha Dal and Taruna Dal, both comprising eleven groups. This division was
permanently adopted at the formation of Dal Khalsa in 1748. The Phulkian states were not a Sikh misl. They developed
as petty kingdoms from the beginning. They owed allegiance to the Mughals and Durranis, the enemies of their faith.
They purchased titles from them. The Sikh misls never agreed to serve under Muslim masters. Lahna Singh Bhangi flatly
rejected to become Ahmad Shah Durrani's viceroy of Panjab. Baghel Singh Karorasinghia controlled Delhi for nine
months as an independent chief. He thrice turned down Emperor Shah Alam's firman appointing him governor of the
Upper Ganga Doab. The Sikh misls dominated the whole country from river Indus to the Ganga, and from punch in
Kashmir to the borders of Sind and Baluchistan. The Mughal Emperor, his prime ministers, Rohillas, Jats, Rajputs,
Marathas, the British, hill rajas, and Durrani monarchs, all were terribly afraid of Sikh misls in spite of their complete
disunity and mutual warfare. The misls in the western region were unceremoniously finished by Maharaja Ranjit Singh,
and by the British Government in the eastern region.
It is commonly assumed that all Sikhs are the same, but the very existence of different groups who have varying beliefs
and practices within the Sikh community shows that a corporate identity for the Sikh community is not possible and
serves to alienate a substantial proportion of Sikhs from the overall fold of the Sikh faith. Introducing the beliefs and
practices of a range of individual Sikh groups, this book addresses the issue of Sikh identity across the Sikh community
as a whole but from the viewpoint of different types of Sikh. Examining the historical development of Sikhism from the
period of Guru Nanak to the present day, the author takes an in-depth look at five groups in the Sikh community - the
Guru Nanak Nishkam Sewak Jatha; the Namdharis; the Ravidasis; the Valmikis; and the Sikh Dharma of the Western
hemisphere (associated with the Healthy, Happy, Holy Organization - 3HO). Their history, beliefs and practices are
explored, as well as their diverse and shared identities. Concluding that there is no authoritative yardstick with which to
assess the issue of Sikh identity, the author highlights Sikhism's links to its Hindu past and suggests a federal Sikh
identity with one or two fundamental beliefs at the core and individual groups left to express their own unique beliefs and
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practices.
A comprehensive, compelling, and insightful narrative that traces the birth, the growth, and the spread of Sikhism – one of the world’s most
dynamic and progressive religions. In this perceptive work, Dr Harish Dhillon highlights the lives and times of the ten Sikh Gurus, beginning
with Guru Nanak, who founded Sikhism in 1469, and ending with Guru Gobind Singh, who established the Khalsa Panth in 1699. It throws
light on how the Gurus acquired profound knowledge and wisdom, which they sought to pass on to the common people through their
teachings. Their life histories show how they sincerely practised what they preached and how they led by example. Apart from these, it
recounts the enormous sacrifices the Gurus made to keep the faith going. In addition, the book gives elaborate details on how Sikhism has
evolved over the centuries. This volume reveals the human side of the ‘Divine Gurus’ venerated not only by Sikhs, but also across various
faiths in India and in other parts of the world. The contents in the book are intertwined with the underlying theme that the ideal religion (or
faith) is one that is based on simplicity and keeps changing with the times, yet does not forget the very essence that it started with.
The unifying theme in the life of Guru Gobind Singh was confrontation with the Mughals, which culminated in a struggle for political power.
This fact is brought into sharp focus when we consider the Guru’s life and legacy simultaneously in the contexts of the Mughal Empire, its
feudatory states in the hills, and the Sikh movement. The creation of the Khalsa in 1699 as a political community with the aspiration to rule
made conciliation or compromise with the Mughal state almost impossible. Their long struggle ended eventually in the declaration of Khalsa
Raj in 1765. Using contemporary and near contemporary sources in Gurmukhi, Persian, and English, J.S. Grewal presents a comprehensive
study of this era of Sikh history. The volume elaborates on the life and legacy of Guru Gobind Singh and explores the ideological background
of the institution of the Khalsa and its larger political context. Grewal, however, emphasizes that the legacy of the Khalsa was also social and
cultural. This authoritative volume on the tenth Guru is a significant addition to the field of Sikh studies.
The power of storytelling meets the colourful history of the Sikh faith in The Story of the Sikhs. In this book, author Sarbpreet Singh helps us
reimagine the lives of the Sikh Gurus through a rich narrative that focuses on storytelling that intricately weaves in selections from the Guru
Granth Sahib, the Dasam Granth and epic Braj poetry. Starting from the birth of the first guru, Guru Nanak, the book charts the lives of the
ten Gurus. Through carefully curated stories, the book does not just show the egalitarian ideals and compassionate worldview that have
come to define the faith, but also sheds light on the historical context that defined the foundational principles which guided Sikhs during the
era of each Guru. Sarbpreet has deliberately approached this retelling as a storyteller rather than as a student of history in an attempt to
make the work accessible and non-scholarly. Immersive and expansive, The Story of the Sikhs is a tour de force that weaves a multidimensional tapestry of narrative and poetry.
The Classic Biography Of One Of India&Rsquo;S Greatest Rulers Ranjit Singh Was In Every Way As Remarkable A Man As His
Contemporaries, Napoleon And Mohammed Ali. From The Status Of Petty Chieftain He Rose To Become The Most Powerful Indian Ruler Of
His Time. His Empire Extended From Tibet To The Deserts Of Sindh And From The Khyber Pass To The Sutlej. His Army Was One Of The
Most Powerful Of The Time In Asia And Was The First Indian Force In A Thousand Years To Stem The Tides Of Invasion From The NorthWest Frontiers Of Hindustan. This Is The First Detailed Biography Of The First And Only Sikh Ruler Of The Punjab By A Sikh Writer Who Has
Devoted Many Years Of His Life To Research On Sikh History. In This Classic Work Khushwant Singh Presents Ranjit Singh As He Really
Was. Based On Persian, Punjabi And English Sources And Drawing Upon The Diaries And Accounts Of European Travellers Like Moorcroft,
Sir Alexander Burne, Masson, Fane And Emily Eden, This Is A Memorable Account Of The Pageantry And Brilliance Of The Sikh Kingdom At
The Height Of Its Power, And A Lively Portrait Of One Of The Most Colourful Characters In Indian History. &Nbsp;
In this classic, Khushwant Singh presents a concise history of the followers of one of the world's youngest religions. Beginning with the life
and times of the founder, Guru Nanak (1469-1539), he moves on to describe the vital contribution made by the following nine gurus in
shaping and developing the Sikh religion; and the significance of the Sikh holy book, the Guru Granth Sahib, and its centrality to the religion.
He examines the setting up of the Singh Sabha and the accompanying social reform, the impact of the Ghadr rebellion and the Akali agitation
for control of various Sikh shrines. The new Afterword by his son, journalist Rahul Singh, brings the story of the Sikhs up to date. Authoritative
yet accessible, this is one of the most concise and readable accounts of the Sikhs and their faith.
Illustrations: 3 Maps Description: History of the Sikhs is a five volume series dealing with all aspects-religious, philosophical, political, military,
social, economic and cultural, and the contribution of Sikhism to world civilization, in particular to human rights, principles of liberty, equality
and fraternity, and to the creed of democracy and secularism. The aim is to present a comprehensive view of the rise, growth and
development of Sikh thought and action almost in every direction. The entire series is based on original contemporary sources in English,
Gurmukhi, Marathi, Persian and Urdu known to exist in India and abroad. This first volume gives the story of Ten Masters who provided
leadership to the downtrodden people of the Punjab both in religious and political fields for about two centuries. Their aim was to remove the
bitterness that had persisted between the rulers and their subjects for the past five hundred years. They wished to create a new society
based upon mutual brotherhood, and freedom of thought, expression and action. It was under the circumstances almost an impossible task.
But there is nothing like a dream to create the future. Utopia today, flesh and blood tomorrow. Man's onward march requires that the heights
around him should be ablaze with noble and glorious deeds of valour and self-sacrifice to serve as guiding lights. Such evolutionary and
revolutionary models were furnished by Guru Arjan, Guru Tegh Bahadur, Guru Gobind Singh, and his four sons-Ajit Singh (18 years), Jujhar
Singh (14 years), Zorawar Singh (8 years), and Fatah Singh (5 years)-as well as by their numerous disciples like Bhais Mati Das, Sati Das
and Dayal Das. The main feature of this book are: A critical appraisement of Guru Nanak's Janam Sakhis, justification for celebrating Guru
Nanak's birthday in November instead of in April, Guru Nanak's compositions, Mardana's death at Baghdad, how Amritsar developed into a
Sikh centre, Guru Arjan's martyrdom, why Guru Hargobind took to militarism, Guru Har Rae's residence at Nahan, Hukam Namas of Guru
Tegh Bahadur, Guru Gobind Singh's formula of five into five, his literary works and Hukam Namas, Emperor Bahadur Shah's pious fraud,
eminent personalities and instructions, impact of Gurus'; teachings on Indian society, and why Jats became followers of Khatri Gurus.
Sikh Art and Literature traverses the 500-year history of a religion that dawned with the modern age in a land that was a thoroughfare of
invading armies, ideas and religions and arts of the East and West. Essays by art curators, historians and collectors and religion and literary
scholars are illustrated with some of the earliest and finest Sikh paintings. Sikh modernism and mysticism is explored in essays on the holy
Guru Granth Sahib; the translations and writings of the British Raj convert, M.A. Macauliffe; the fathers of modern Punjabi literature, Bhai Vir
Singh and Puran Singh; and the 20th century fiction writers Bhai Mohan Vaid Singh and Khushwant Singh. Excerpts from journals of visitors
to the court of the diminutive and new translations of early twentieth century poetry add depth and originality to this beautiful and accessible
introduction to the art, literature, beliefs and history of the Sikhs. Illustrated throughout with 42 colour and 92 black and white images, Sikh Art
and Literature is a colourful, heartfelt, and informative introduction to the Sikh culture.
Covers the social, religious and political background which led to the formation of the Sikh faith in the fifteenth century. Basing his account on
original documents in Persian, Gurmukhi and English, the author traces the growth of Sikhism and tells of the compilation of its sacred
scriptures in the Granth Sahib.
This pictorial edition of A History of the Sikhs has updated and edited the most comprehensive two-volume book on the community. Written in
Khushwant Singh's trademark style to be accessible to a general audience, it is based on scholarly archival research of original documents in
Persian, Gurmukhi, and English. It examines the social, religious, and political background that led to the formation of the Sikh faith in the
fifteenth century. The transformation of the Sikhs from a pacifist sect to a militant group called the Khalsa led by Guru Gobind Singh is
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portrayed in detail, as is the relationship of the Sikhs with the Mughals and the Afghans, until the consolidation of Sikh power under Maharaja
Ranjit Singh. The continuing Sikh struggle for survival as a separate community marked by the demand for a distinct Sikh state is chronicled,
until the events leading up to and following Operation Blue Star when the Indian army entered the Golden Temple. This edition includes an
epilogue that analyzes events following the end of terrorism in Punjab and the achievement of the community's aspirations, never more
visible than in the elevation of a Sikh to the country's Prime Ministership.
This is a new edition of Dr. Webster's, The Nirankari Sikhs (1979), which has been recognized as 'single most important work on the history
of Baba Dayal and his successors'. It updates the earlier edition not only by dealing with the past forty years of Nirankari history but also by
taking into account subsequent scholarship on the history of Sikhism, especially during the first half of the nineteenth century. Further, it also
provides two additional primary sources of nineteenth century Nirankari history along with the nine included in the earlier edition. This new
edition will be of value not only to those scholars interested in Nirankari history but also to those seeking a fuller understanding of the
evolution of Sikh identity since the nineteenth century. Sikh identity has been a major issue for Nirankaris in recent decades because they
have been confused with the Sant Nirankari Mandal which makes no claims to a Sikh identity. Nirankaris, like other Sikhs, base their beliefs
and practices upon the Guru Granth Sahib and revere the ten Sikh gurus. For this reason they view themselves, and are considered by other
Sikhs, to be minority group within Sikhism. They are distinguished from other Sikhs, most obviously in not fully embracing the Khalsa tradition
of the Sikhs and in having a continuing hereditary line of human gurus. How such similarities and differences have affected their own, and the
very nature of, Sikh identity over the past two centuries is an important part of this history. Please note: Taylor & Francis does not sell or
distribute the Hardback in India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.

Sikh Heritage, with a foreword by Hardeep Sigh Puri, is a succinct and delightfully photographed glimpse into the
community's religion, its ten gurus, its temples, traditional systems of governance, history, architecture, and the famous
Golden Temple. This book traces the history of the valor and devotion of the Sikh community, which forms less than 1
per cent of India's one billion population, yet produces over 50 per cent of the country's food reserves. Despite the brutal
assaults of history faced by the Sikh community - such as the partition of Punjab - they still maintain the merit of their
heritage. Looks at how the thriving Sikh diaspora has spread across the globe; and how they always took the words of
the gurus with them wherever they went. This work has captured the relics that have borne witness to the establishment
of the Sikh community and identity. Most of these heritage objects associated with the gurus are in private collections or
in gurdwaras. A photographic documentation of the Sikh historicity through objects both in time and space, such as the
beautifully captured images of Takhats or temporal seats of the Sikhs, portray a unique relationship between the edifice
and the Sikhs - thus, each photograph is a story in itself. This new approach aims at the conception of Sikh heritage not
only as the sacred masterpieces of the past to be valued and conserved, but also as emblematic and living spaces to be
appropriated by the local communities who are the bearers of a rich and active collective memory.
The Rahit Is The Code Of Belief And Conduct Laid Down By The Tenth Guru Gobind Singh For All Sikhs Who Join The
Khalsa. The Book Traces The Development Of Rahit And Shows How The Modern Rahit, In Some Respects, Is Different
From The Original One.
Five hundred years ago, Guru Nanak founded the Sikh faith in India. The Sikhs defied the caste system; rejected the
authority of Hindu priests; forbade magic and idolatry; and promoted the equality of men and women -- beliefs that
incurred the wrath of both Hindus and Muslims. In the centuries that followed, three of Nanak's nine successors met
violent ends, and his people continued to battle hostile regimes. The conflict has raged into our own time: in 1984 the
Golden Temple of Amritsar -- the holy shrine of the Sikhs--was destroyed by the Indian Army. In retaliation, Sikh
bodyguards assassinated Prime Minister Indira Gandhi. Now, Patwant Singh gives us the compelling story of the Sikhs -their origins, traditions and beliefs, and more recent history. He shows how a movement based on tenets of compassion
and humaneness transformed itself, of necessity, into a community that values bravery and military prowess as well as
spirituality. We learn how Gobind Singh, the tenth and last Guru, welded the Sikhs into a brotherhood, with each man
bearing the surname Singh, or "Lion," and abiding by a distinctive code of dress and conduct. He tells of Banda the
Brave's daring conquests, which sowed the seeds of a Sikh state, and how the enlightened ruler Ranjit Singh fulfilled this
promise by founding a Sikh empire. The author examines how, through the centuries, the Sikh soldier became an
exemplar of discipline and courage and explains how Sikhs -- now numbering nearly 20 million worldwide -- have come
to be known for their commitment to education, their business acumen, and their enterprising spirit. Finally, Singh
concludes that it would be a grave error to alienate an energetic and vital community like the Sikhs if modern India is to
realize its full potential. He urges India's leaders to learn from the past and to "honour the social contract with Indians of
every background and persuasion."
This is the standard and well established book on its subject, accessible to a general non scholarly audience, while being
based on scholarly archival research. Singh exhaustively covers the genesis and development of Sikhism and the Sikh
community, up to the time of Maharaja RanjitSingh.
In a revised edition of his original book, J. S. Grewal brings the history of the Sikhs from its beginnings in the time of Guru
Nanak, the founder of Sikhism, right up to the present day. Against the background of the history of the Punjab, the
volume surveys the changing pattern of human settlements in the region until the fifteenth century and the emergence of
the Punjabi language as the basis of regional articulation. Subsequent chapters explore the life and beliefs of Guru
Nanak, the development of his ideas by his successors and the growth of his following. The book offers a comprehensive
statement on one of the largest and most important communities in India today.
In late-eighteenth-century India, the glory of the Mughal emperors was fading, and ambitious newcomers seized power,
changing the political map forever. Enter the legendary Maharajah Ranjit Singh, whose Sikh Empire stretched throughout
northwestern India into Afghanistan and Tibet. Priya Atwal shines fresh light on this long-lost kingdom, looking beyond its
founding father to restore the queens and princes to the story of this empire's spectacular rise and fall. She brings to life
a self-made ruling family, inventively fusing Sikh, Mughal and European ideas of power, but eventually succumbing to
gendered family politics, as the Sikh Empire fell to its great rival in the new India: the British. Royals and Rebels is a
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fascinating tale of family, royalty and the fluidity of power, set in a dramatic global era when new stars rose and upstart
empires clashed.
Despite the centrality of this group to modern Sikhism, scholarship on the Panj Piare has remained sparse. Louis
Fenech's new book examines the Khalsa and the role that the Panj Piare have had in the development of the Sikh faith
over the past three centuries.
Conflict between Sikhs and Muslims is often remarked upon but rarely investigated rigorously. Such conflict is typically
described as being due to angry youth or ethnic hatred and religious passions. This book interrogates such explanations,
by focusing upon the relationship between diaspora and the articulation of a postcolonial Sikh identity.
The Sikh Heritage: Beyond Borders dedicates one chapter each to the 84 sites that it documents, transporting readers to
the past by narrating the detailed history of each marvel that the author and his team photographed throughout Pakistan.
This book is the culmination of decade-long fieldwork of finding and exploring the heritage sites, alongside analyzing
multiple Janamsakhis (hagiography accounts). The author's process of doing extensive analysis and cross-referencing
with other sources enables readers to comprehend Sikh history, by posing inquiries, applying critical thinking, and
investigating hundreds of sources. He includes a multitude of primary sources and Gurmukhi inscriptions, translated into
English, to increase local and international heritage-lovers' understanding of these sites and to help preserve their beauty
and histories through his writing.
Ranjit Singh has been largely written out of accounts of India's past by British historians, yet he was one of the most
powerful and charismatic figures in Indian history. He unified the warring chiefdoms of the Punjab into an extraordinary
northern empire, built up a formidable army, kept the British in check to the south of his realm, and closed the Khyber
Pass through which plunderers had poured into India for centuries. His consummate humanity was unique among empirebuilders. He gave employment to defeated foes, honored faiths other than his own, and included Hindus and Muslims
among his ministers. A colorful character, he was inspired by the principles of peaceful coexistence uniquely articulated
by the Sikh Gurus, firm in upholding the rights of others, and unabashed in exercising his own. The authors of this first fulllength biography in English make use of a variety of eyewitness accounts, from reports by Maratha spies at the Lahore
Durbar to British parliamentary papers and travel accounts. The story ends with the controversial Anglo-Sikh Wars
following Ranjit's death, which saw the fall of his empire in the hands of his successors whose internecine conflict was
exploited by the British. Coinciding with the 300th anniversary of the consecration of the Sikh holy scriptures, this book
honors a vital figure in Sikh history.
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